Semantic frame analysis is one of the most commonly used semantic analysis methods in Chinese Spoken Dialogue System research. And the two typical ambiguous structures commonly encountered in semantic analysis are relationambiguity and structural-ambiguity. According to the features of these two ambiguous structures, this paper puts forth the Semantic PCFG model based disambiguation strategy to solve structural-ambiguity and the Expectation Model (EM) based disambiguation strategy to solve relation-ambiguity. Eecient algorithms of the two methods are also provided. The experimental results show that applying these two disambiguation strategies can most greatly improve the performance of the language understanding in base-line system. . Especially, Sentence Accuracy is improved from 75.7% to 91.5%, and the three targets of Semantic Unit Understanding Rate--Correction, Recall, and Precision are also improved 10% averagely.
INTRODUCTION
Ambiguity is one of the most difficult problems faced by computational linguistics. And actually it is caused by the contradiction between meanings and formations [I] . Moreover, as the main input form of spoken dialogue system (SDS), spoken language contains more ambiguities. It is mainly composed of simple sentences, and contains multiple ungrammatical phenomena and ill formed sentence segments, such as ellipsis, repeat and correction, which always lead to semantic analysis failures and ambiguities. However, if we analyze these sentences within dialogue context, correct semantic relations can be restored then most ambiguities can be solved. Therefore, this kind of ambiguity is called semantic-relation ambiguity. Besides, with the expansion of analysis rule set, the interactions between rules are strengthened, so ambiguity is inevitable to occur during analysis. Such kind of ambiguity that results from rules competition is called structural ambiguity. This paper aims at putting forth reasonable disambiguation strategies to solve these two kinds of ambiguities.
The description granularity of rule set and its coverage rate are contradicting factors. However, rule methods integrating with probabilistic methods will provide a good solution to this problem [2] [3] , especially in syntactic analysis. Therefore, this paper uses such method in semantic analysis disambiguation. We will make probabilistic transform to semantic rules, and build up the Semantic PCFG (Probabilistic Context Free Grammar) model. Then in the bottom up analysis, probabilistic values will be calculated for each of the competing rules, and used in semantic tree pruning.
Relation ambiguity disambiguation mainly depends on context information, such as dialogue history, context recognition hint words and co-occurring probability [4] . But these parameters haven't provided enough constrains in analyzing sentence segments. Then we use another special context featurAxpectation [5] . In every turn, dialogue manager will make expectations of the user dialogue act in next turn according to the domain knowledge model, dialogue history and certain dialogue strategy. Expectations can provide strong constrains to semantic analysis, and help to restore sentence segments into complete dialogue act. The main task is to determine the case roles of the semantic concepts and user intentions, so as to disambiguate.
THE SEMANTIC PCFG MODEL BASED

DISAMBIGUITION
The preprocessing of semantic analysis in the baseline system is to map terminal words into semantic concepts. And the semantic CFG rule set defines the semantic relations between concepts. However, spoken language is flexible both in sentence style and order, so we can not define exact analysis rules. Then when there isn't enough information to support decision-making, the choice and application of rules will meet confliction and competition. In such case, the priority of rules defines the application order of rules in confliction, which is rather important in determinate analysis algorithm. The semantic CFG rules are different from syntactic rules in the following aspects.
Fist, syntactic analysis are based on the part of speech tags of words, but semantic analysis are based on semantic concepts and the rules mainly describe the hierarchical structure of concepts. Second, ungrammatical sentence will result in an incomplete syntactic tree with its probability being zero. However, semantic analysis emphasizes on partial analysis, and generate partial semantic tree, which is suitable to spoken language.
Third, after syntactic analysis, the syntactic tree with the highest probability will be the optimal one. But in semantic analysis, probability will be calculated for each path when ambiguities occur, so as to aid pruning and ensure the realtime computability.
Then we give the definitions of semantic rules.
A The method of probabilistic transform is to add a probability P(c, I r) to each of the elements of the right part of the rule. It embodies the weight of this element in this rule or when this element exists, the probability of that the whole rule can be matched. Moreover, probabilities should satisfy the following unitary requirement.
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Therefore, CFG model is expanded into PCFG model. The probability of using the rule on the concepts sequence ck ."c, can be calculated by the following equation.
i=k
On the other hand, to make the rule matching process more reasonable, we set a threshold @(r) for each rule.
Then the rule can be added into the candidate rule set only whenP(r) 2 o ( r ) . Generally, B(r)can be the sum ofthe weight of the indispensable elements of the rule.
Parameter Set ofthe PCFG Model
The procedure of computing the parameter value of the semantic PCFG model can be divided into two phases. Firstly, we can set initial value to each of the parameter, and then adjust them dynamically during corpus training process.
The principles of setting initial values are as follows,
1. The probability of any indispensable element will be larger than the total probability of all the dispensable ones.
2. The total probability of all the elements in a rule should be 1. Then we can estimate the parameters of PCFG model Suppose C ( ) denotes frequency count, and rhs(r) deusing most-probable method through corpus training. . notes the right part of r u l e r , then we define,
The Rule Selection Algorithm
First, all the rules whose right part includesc,;..,~, , and satisfies the order requirement constitute the rule setRS (c,,...,c,) . If RS()hasmorethan.one rule, thenthe candidate rules will cause ambiguity during semantic analysis. It is obvious thatRS(c,,c,,c,)c ,,c,) , so the fewer the rule set has rules the less ambiguous they cause. This is the first principle for rule selection, which is called "Max Coverage Best Principle".
RS(c
In the bottom-up analysis, suppose current concept sequence is c, ;"Cj, then the initial candidate rule set should beW (c,,c,) . If it is not vacant, we will use the rule selection algorithm to disambiguate.
Algorithm I Rule Selection Algorithm
1. Suppose the initial candidate set is E = E, = RS(c,,c,) , , c 2 ; . ., c,+, ) (i>=2)
Repeat step 2-3 until E, = 4 (from E, to Ei ,the rule 5 . Set E, with the highest priority to be the current rule set, set's priority is increasing)
that is E = E,, and let E, = 4
6. Compute probability P ( r ) for each rule in E , and let On the other hand, if there is no matchable i , then RS(c,,c,)will be set as the initial candidate rule set, and repeat the algorithm.
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THE EXPECTATION MODEL BASED DISABIGUATION
The Generation of Expectation Model
Case Frame Representation is one of the commonly used semantic representation forms. User speech acts comprising user intentions and information items can be expressed by case frame structure, in which, information items corresponds to the slot-value structure, and can be classified as a case according to its semantic role. Generally, an utterance can be parsed into a series of concepts. Then the case role of each concept is decided by the semantic relations between concepts, especially by the case identify words which are also a kind of context feature. One example is showed in Figure 1 .
Sentence: iT-%MitS:ZU&BAZ% Case identifiers will help to correctly recognize user intentions and information items. However, ungrammatical sentences, like ellipsis, repeat and correction segments usually cause identify words missing or misunderstanding.
Then Expectation Model provides an efficient way to generate reasonable expectation for the case roles of information items and user intentions.
Expectation Generation is based on three aspects: 1 system task model; 2 current user input; 3 dialogue history. EM can generate case role and intention expectation candidates dynamically with dialogue progress, then sort them by priority. This paper uses the algorithm described in reference [6] to build EM, and the shoot rate can reach 90%. Besides, to meet the requirement of mix-initiate strategy, EM can help to recognize user intention transitions in the whole system tasks range.
The E M Based Disambiguation Algorithm
Case role expectations are set in terms of system inquiries. If user hasn't provided the necessary information items to complete system task, system will start query sub-dialogue to ask their values, at the same time set correspondent case role expectations.
Another important function of EM is to generate user intention expectation e, , and assign a unified priority r(e,) for each expectation candidate. If the user intention hasn't been recognized, the input concept sequence has to be matched with expectation candidates, so as to disambiguate. Then system will select the most matchable candidate as the user intention. This can be described by equation (4).
in =argmaxP(I, IC,,E) =argmax{~(e,)} (4)
where, E is the expectation candidates set and B(e,) is the belief value of expectation candidate. &e,) is decided by two aspects, one is the priority of e , , the other is the matchability between e, and the input concept sequence
Cy. Since every user intention has been defined a standard concept composition c, in semantic analysis rules, then the matchability can be calculated basing on the similarity between c, and c,.
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The similarity can be calculated using equation (5). where, Therefore,
The value ofil is determined through experiments, and the experimental result is showed in Figure 2 . When i l is between 0.6 and 0.9, the shoot rate of expectation reaches its best performance 90%, so we choose /z =0.08. The baseline system is Chinese SDS development platform BEST (Beijing Railway Station Ticket Information System), in which the semantic PCFG model totally defines 142 rules. The user inputs mainly apply textual form, but they can simulate all the phenomena in spoken language. In the experiments, we test the performance of semantic analyzer with three different disambiguation strategies. First, we use only the Expectation Model; second, use only the PCFG model; third, use the previous two strategies together.
The evaluation targets are defined as follows [7] , 1. Sentence Accuracy (SA)
X# of correctly parsed sentences SA = X# of total user sentences in one diu log ue 2. cludes these three targets--correct, recall and precision. ances. Table 2 gives the experimental results contrast.
The test corpus includes 30 dialogues, 163 user utterWe can see from table 2 that, after applying the three disambiguation strategies, SA and SU are improved greatly, so does the robustness of semantic analysis. However, by only applying the PCFG model, system's performance is improved not so dramatically as by only applying the Expectation Model. This is because the baseline system applies a online developing pattern like develop-test-revisetest. Then the rule set has been revised and optimized continuously during developing and testing. So the disambiguation between rules has been reduced to a low degree. Altogether, using the two disambiguation strategies simultaneously can derive the best performance (SA reaches 91.5%).
CONCLUSION
In Chinese SDS, the two typical ambiguities frequently met with in semantic analysis are relation ambiguity and structural ambiguity. Then this paper puts forth the Expectation Model based disambiguation strategy and the PCFG model based disambiguation strategy. The flexibility of spoken language and speech recognition errors will result in a great deal of ungrammatical segments which bring about semantic analysis difficulties. However, integrating dialogue context with the EM model will solve the problems of case role determining and user intentions reasoning. While building PCFG model can solve the structural ambiguities produced during semantic analysis, at the same time improve the coverage of rule set. Experimental results show that applying the EM and PCFG model together can acquire the hest robustness in semantic analysis.
